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Non-resident
fee increase
proposed
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The California State University system
has proposed a 15 percent fee increase for
non-resident students throughout the CSU
system starting this fall, according to Richard
West, executive vice chancellor and chief
financial officer of the CSU system.
West said the increase in the non-resident
fees was because of a $50 million to $ 60 million short in revenue within the CSU system,
increased student enrollment and increase in
the cost of education.
Non-resident students do not pay taxes,
West said. Resident tuition is subsidized with
state taxes and West said he believes the
"benefit of the taxes should go to those who
pay taxes."
Non-resident students include international students and California non-residents.
At San Jose State University’s International House, a group of international students, which had gathered around the dining
room for dinner, reacted to the news with
shock.
Silvio Brugada, a student from Paraguay,
said that international students already have
a hard time paying fees and it will be even
harder for them after the fee increase.
"Especially for people from third world
countries, the currency conversion is totally
different," Brugada said. "It is a disadvantage
for us, especially for buying dollars. Buying
dollars is very, very expensive."
Both graduate and undergraduate nonresident students already pay more than
three times the fees resident students pay at
SJSU.
Undergraduate non-resident students had
to pay $246 per unit more than the $956
mandatory fees for the spring semester, while
graduate non-resident students had to pay
$246 per unit more than the $995 mandatory
fees for the spring semester, according to
SJSITs International Programs and Services.
John Bradbury, associate director of the
financial aid and scholarship office, said nonresident students will have to come up with
the money and some of them might be forced
to take a smaller number of units.
Undergraduate international students,
however, have to be registered for 12 units,
and graduate international students have to
be registered for nine units to maintain their
legal status in the country, according to International Programs and Services.
Rueben Reitor, a television, radio, film theater major from Venezuela, joined his friends
for dinner at the International House.
"Things are not looking up for me next
semester at all," Reitor said. "I will have to
work hard the whole summer, instead of taking it easy, to save money for next semester."
He said although he needed to save money
and he couldn’t already afford the things that
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Halfway between Santa Cruz and
Monterey, nestled amongst aging
antique shops and a crew of rugged fishermen is a little piece of San Jose State
University.
Unknown to most Spartans, the Moss
Landing Marine Laboratories (MLML)
is a cutting-edge marine research facility with an international reputation for
excellence and strong ties to SJSU.
Founded in 1966 in a 100-year-old
fisb cannery, the laboratories moved to
its current site after the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake rendered the old lab
unusable. About an hour south of SJSU
on the Monterey Bay, the laboratories
sit on the edge of the deep Monterey
submarine canyon providing students
and scientists with the opportunity to
study a diverse array of coastal and
marine environments.
"Monterey Bay has the closest deep
sea environment off of the contiguous
United States," said Tonatiuh Trejo, a
former undergraduate at SJSU, who is
currently pursuing a masters in marine
biology through California State University, Monterey Bay.
"The canyon reaches depths of up to
4,000 meters, and drops off even further
to deeper regions," said Steven Hallam,
postdoctoral fellow at Monterey Bay
Aquarium Research Institute.
The Monterey canyon buts up
against the marshes of Elkhorn Slough
Natural Estuarine Habitat, inter-tidal
coastal environments, and dune habitats all of which provide special areas
for study.
Operated by a cooperative of seven
California State University campuses
in central and northern California,
SJSU serves as the head administrative
body for the laboratories, yet few students here on campus know about the
program, according to Trejo.
"People at any of the other schools
don’t realize there is a marine science
program ifffiliated with them," Trejo said.
"They don’t even know that we exist. The
Moss Landing Marine Lab is just as
respected as the University of California
in the marine science community."
The program draws students from
around the world. Daniele Ardizzone
came to the United States from Italy
with the specific goal of studying sharks
with Professor Greg Cailliet. Small class
size and individual attention were
among the factors that attracted Ardizzone to the laboratories.
"The University of Rome is crowded,"
Ardizzone said, who studied birds in
Rome as an undergraduate. "There is
space for 16,000 students, yet we have
160,000. It’s the most crowded school in
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Europe."
Many of the 100 graduate students
that work at the laboratories conduct
their thesis research internationally in
locations such as Antarctica, Australia
and the Galapagos Islands.
Josh Adams, who researches the
cassin’s auklet, a seabird which breeds
and nests on the Channel Islands in
Southern California, also spends part of
his time helping with projects close to
home. Adams helps his wife Hanna
Nevins. also a Masters student in
Marine Science, with her research on
the common mur, a seabird native to
the eastern Pacific Ocean from Big Sur
to Alaska.
"We’ve been working together in the
field for a long time," Adams said, who
met his wife while studying at the University of California at Santa Cruz.
After getting their bachelors of science
degrees, the two worked in research
together in Hawaii, Alaska and Antarctica. They saw the potential of the program at the laboratories.
"We applied to it specifically because
of the area and the active research community," Nevins said. "The strength of
the state system is their teaching."
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Jeremiah has been crawling on
four legs for most of his life in the
basement of Duncan Hall.
The 60-year-old California
desert tortoise is part of the Col-

lege of Science’s Animal Care
Facility, which oversees any animal-related operation on the campus and provides the use of animals for educational instruction.
Larry Young, the operation
manager of the facility, said some
of the animals they maintain are
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Devon Miracle, a kensed veterinarian nurse, holds Jeremiah, a
desert Tortoise. While his exact age is unknown, it is estimated that he
is about 60.years-old, based on rings on his shell. Jeremiah is the oldest member of San Jose State University Animal Care Facility and has
been there since at least 1978. It’s uncertain exactly how long Jeremiah has been at SJSU since the files about how he got there are lost.

species that are threatened or of
concern for their survival.
"Our biggest responsibility is to
respect our animals," Young said.
’They’re really well cared for."
Besides tortoises like Jeremiah,
the facility houses mostly coldblooded creatures native to California.
Amphibians and reptiles,
including various snakes, turtles
and newts, are neighbors with
hissing cockroaches and tarantulas.
Some of the snakes the facility
maintains include a worm-like
rubber boa that feeds on baby
mice, and a corn snake with a
bright yellow and orange diaznond
pattern on its skin.
Young, who said he was not a
snake enthusiast before becoming
a manager for the facility two
years ago, said he advocates the
use of animals for educational
purposes.
All the snakes are fed mice that
have been subdued with gas.
which Young believes is at good
sign because some reptiles don’t
eat animals in that state and the
mice might be feeling less pain.
"Ultimately, (the facility is)
minimizing the pain and stress of
the an iMak at SJSI,f," Young said.
The fmgs that are commonly
dissected in science classes for bet-

ter understanding of their anatomy are not held at the facility, but
they are taken from creeks near
Sacramento where they are abundant, he said.
The Animal Care Facility is
part of the Science Education
Resource Center, which gives science professors the resource materials needed to enrich their students’ learning experience, according to Wynn Joe, director of the
resource center.
The facility provides audio,
visual and media equipment for
educational use and is not open to
the public or students interested
in looking at the animals unless
they go through the resource center.
"All the resources here are
designed to plan and design a lesson in their classrooms:Joe said.
The resource center looks much
like any large biology classroom.
Solar systems and molecule
mobiles hang from the walls and
ceilings and colorful experiment
utilities lie on the tables.
One area houses models of cells
and real animal skeletons as well
as stuffed birds.
"Live animals are a complement," Joe said. "Usually models
used
first."
are
According to Young, the pmcess to
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Top, Moss Landing Marine Laboratories masters students
Tonatiuh Trejo, left, and Jeff Reinhardt, underwater, gather fish in
a tide pool at Garapata Beach in Big Sur. After collecting the fish they will
measure and record the species they found.
Above, Moss Landing Marine Laboratory student Hannah Nevins
uses a spotting scope to count nesting muirs along the roclw Big Sur
Coast. 2,000 to 2,500 of the species nest along this stretch between
Carmel and Cambria.
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War stories retold
Relatives of Soviet survivors
remember Victory Day 1945
By Moses Peraza
STAFF WRITER

Fifty-seven years ago today, the
Nazis surrendered to the Soviet
forces, ending a three-year. eleven month battle where 28 million setdiers and civilians died.
Today, three San Jose State
University students, who had relatives who were effected by the
war, remember their family members and friends.
Svetlana Velyutiiia. a senior
majoring in computer science.
remembers her grandmother.
Maria Velyutina, talking of her
experiences of the Nazi occupation
of her village, Mishanova.
Svetlana Velyutina said her
grandmother’s first husband left
Mishanova, a village in t.he former
Soviet Union, to fight the Nazi
invasion of his muntry. Shortly
after he left, she gave birth to a
baby girl.
Svetlana Velyutina recalls her
grandmother saying that when
the Nazis came, they took all the
food.
"By the time the baby was
born, she (the) grandmother) was
already malnourished." she said.
Iler grandmother, who was

about 5-feet 7-inches tall and
weighed 100 pounds nearly, was
so malnourished that she could
not feed her own child.
"She would chew the bread:
Velyutina recalled her grandmother saying. "And then put it in
a mesh cloth to feed the baby."
Despite her grandmother’s best
efforts, Velyutina said, her 6month-old baby caught pneumonia and died.
"Shortly after that, she got a
letter saying her husband was
killed fighting on the front,"
Velyutina said.
Another story Velyutina’s
grandmother told her was when
the Nazis gathered all the girls to
do their laundry.
Velyutina’s grandmother went
to work one day when the women
where washing the German’s uniforms in Fl giant cauldron, where
they would boil the uniforms with
a little bleach.
"let’s kill all the German lice,"
Velyutina’s grandmother said.
Iler grandmother grabbed the
bucket of bleach and threw it into
the boiling cauldron and the uniforms dissolved.
Velytitina said the officer in
Set WWII. Pagt
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Surviving the all-nighters during finals
Higgins’ letter has
several inaccuracies
always intelligent ramblings of Mr. Paul
The
Higgins (the presidential candidate who
cried, "I’m drunk!" on the night of the elections) continue to amaze and amuse me. Higgins
makes all flawed claims in his May 7 letter:
"The executive director, Mr. Alfonso de Alba,
only makes budget recommendations."
De Alba does only make recommendations on
the budget to the board. However, a vast majority
of the current and the past members of the A.S.
Board of Directors have continually shown that
they pass any recommendations on his behalf and
tum them into legislation. This occurred even during the recent budget problems when our A.S. president, Maribel Martinez, presented a budget vastly
different from de Alba’s, Director Brian Tison
worked only with de Alba to create an alternative
budget. Martinez worked on her budget with Controller Pierrera-Rieken for at least a month while
Tison had put his together in three days.
"The A.S. President, Controller and the Board
of Directors approves of Mr. de Alba’s performance
and his level of compensation."
Very few people outside the A.S. Board of Directors agree with Mr. de Alba’s salary. What manager or management group in his right mind would
approve of anyone doubling his salary in only five
or six years? If you check the IRS 990 forms, de
Alba’s salary has gone from $48,000 to more than
$100,000. Tell me of any other person who has
received that much of a raise while staying in the
same job for several years. It is incomprehensible
that anyone, regardless of occupation or performance, is deserving of such a generous increase in
wages.
"The Student Union’s Executive Director has
put the Student Union in its precarious financial
position."
This is a flat lie because the current financial
circumstances of the Student Union are the fault of
last year’s student members of the S.U. Board of
Directors, which included Higgins and the infamous Leo Davila. The negative attitude and sheep
mentality of these student directors, who were all
appointed by Davila, prohibited the executive
director from doing her job. Furthermore, they
directly threatened her job because they had a
majority on the S.U. Board. Davila, Higgins and the
rest of his appointees essentially plugged the Student Union’s income and then blamed it on the
executive director.
There are other points in Higgins’ letter that I
would like to correct. However, it sometimes suffices to simply look at the source. In this case, the
inebriated source speaks for himself.

1.4 the season of cramming. And
we all have to find our own way
to cope with finals.
Some of us plan our week in
advance, carefully examining our
scholastic responsibilities and duties in
an effort to maximize study time.
Others of us work at the Spartan
Daily. We show up at noon, leave at
11:30 p.m. and have no problem
pulling the occasional all-nighter.
Two weeks ago, I left the Spartan
Daily office at 5:30 a.m. after finishing
a paper. That was after a cleaning lady
nudged me awake after I had fallen
asleep. When I passed out on the keyboard, I had inadvertently typed 179
pages of the letter J.
However, that was during the regular school year. Finals time is the playoffs. Therefore, I need to be willing to
do whatever it takes to earn a
respectable grade in my classes.
My problems all started when I had
two term papers due in as many days
this week.
In fact, I’m writing this column
while throwing the final touches on my
sports psychology paper.
Did I mention I’m also on my 20th
consecutive hour without sleep?
In fact, I’ve slept a combined seven
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hours the last two nights.
I’ve got nothing left. My nerves are
fried. I’m running on empty.
I wake up looking like Keith
Richards and Cher had a baby.
I’d publish another letters column,
but t.he only feedback I’ve gotten in the
last week was an e-mail from my atmt.
The opinion editor needs to doctor
my mug shot to reflect my blood-shot
eyes and three-day growth of facial
hair.
Day is turning into night into another term paper.
Next Thursday is known as dead
day for a reason. It’s a clear message
that finals are on the horizon.
How do I manage?
Outside stimulants.
No, not cocaine. Or speed. Or meth

or anything the German Shepherd is
going to sniff out at the border.
I’m not condemning the use of outside stimulants, I endorse them.
Hey, we have to do what is necessary. I have to have my fastball working at all hours of the day.
So if you need a little friend to help
you get through finals, here are the top
five most disturbing and effective
study aides I’ve come across in the last
few years.
5. Sparxx. It’s a caffinated malt
liquor with ingredients similar to Red
Bull. From what I’ve concluded, it’s for
the drunk on the go or the barfly who
doesn’t have time to sober up because
he’s got things to do.
4. A large cinnamon roll from
Cinnabon. The first time I had one of
these I had just gotten off of a red-eye
flight from San Francisco to St. Louis.
At the St. Louis Airport, I devoured one
of these and a large coffee before my
connecting flight to Sioux City, Iowa.
I was up for the next 26 hours.
3. The cinnamon roll dipped in
maple frosting. It’s not available in
California for a reason. I had one of
these vile bakery products on that
same trip to Iowa. No, that wasn’t the
crunching of sugar in my mouth, it was

ATLANTIC FEATURE SYND c)2002 MARK PARISI
WWW.offthemark.com

Mark Parisi@aol.com

Huy Tran
senior
political science
and business management

-Quote for the Daily:
WHAT WOULD MEN BE WITHOUT WOMEN?
SCARCE, SIR, MIGHTY SCARCE."
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Thursday
Reed Magazine
Kick-off party from7:30 p.m. te 9 p.m. in
the Spartan Memorial. For more information, call Al at 997-7741.
Anemia Film Club
Film: To be announced at 9 p.m. in the
Sweeney Hall, Room 100.
Career Center
Job and internship strategies workshop
SI (Surviving the Current Job Market) from
1:30 p.m. to 32:30 p.m. in the Career Center’s Workshop Room. For more information,
call the Career Resource Center at 924-6031.
The Symposium: SJSU Philosophy Club
The SJSU Philosophy club will be holding an event titled ’What is Truth and
Logic?" from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Pacifica
Room. Scheduled speakers include Dr.
Thomas Leddy and Dr. Richard Tiessen. For
more information, call Vladi Sankin, club
president, at 14081 281 8155.

The Listening Hour Concert Series
Chamber music recital: SJSU faculty.
Featuring cello, trumpet, percussion, double
bass and piano featured from 12:30 p.m. to
1:15 p.m. in the Music building Concert
Hall. For more information, call Joan
Stubbe at 924.4631.
SJSU Cross Country
Join the SJSU men’s and women’s cross
country teams. We are looking for hardworking and enthusiastic team players. For
more information. contact Coach Argabright
at 924-1465.
Chicano Commencement Committee
Weekly meeting at 7 p.m. in the Chi
cano Resource Library. For more information, contact
chicano commencementgeyahnogroups.com
Campus Crusade For Christ
-Nightlife" at 1.1 p.m. in the Scietirt) building, Room 164. For more information, con
tact Sam at 297.2862 or Jeremy ’297.7616.
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Department of Nutrition and
Food Science
Body fat assessment from 1:30 p.m to 3
p.m. in Central Classroom Building, Room
221. Five dollars for students. For more
information. contact Sherry at 206-7599.

Friday
Counseling Services
Relationship recovery support group
from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. in the Administration
building, Room 201. For more information.
contact Jennifer Sharpies at 924.5916
School of Art & Design
Student gallery exhibitions from 10
to 4 p.m. through Friday in tile Art and
Industrial Studies Buildings. For more information. contact John or Nicole at 924.1330.
ajspirit.org
take a hike. Explore nature 11W1111.ness training from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Must
call Chaplain Roger at 605.1687 for a reservation For more details, www.sjspiritorg.

Saturday
Aasorinted Students
The 22nd annual Blues Festival from 1
p.m. to 14 p.m. near the fountain in front or
the Event Center. Featuring Tommy Castro, Corby Yates. Magic Slim and the
Teardrops and more. For mom information,

contact Ted Gehrke at 924-6262.
Preservation Action Cotuicil
of San Jose
Naglee Park walking tour of historic
homes front 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at 104 S. 13th
St. Cost: $12. Docents will describe architectural and historical significance of turnofthe-century homes located adjacent to
SJSU. Entertainment and refreslunents
included. For more information, contact Pat
Curia at 294-3599.
School of Music and Dance
Portfolio concert at 7 p.m. in SPX 219.
For more information. contact Fred Mathews at 924-5044.
Marketing Association
Car wash fund-raiser from 9 a.m. to :1
p.m. hy the Blockbuster. located on Story
and White road. For more information,
visit www.coh.sjsu.eduimktgriult

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge
to students. faculty and staff members. The
deadline for entries Is noon. three working
days before the desired publication date.
Entry forms are available in the Spartan
Daily Wee. Spare restrictions ma,- require
editing of submissions. Phone and e-mail
entries not accepted. Entries are printed in
the order in which they are received.
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Photo Editor Karla Gachet
Photo Chief JaShong King
Projects Editor Kemberly (long
Online Editor Todd Hendry

Chris Giovannetti is the
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
This is the last "No Shame"
of the semester

Time to reflect before
leaving SJSU, friends
good things must come
Allto an end. I wouldn’t necessarily call it a good
thing, but as it turns out, I am
finally graduating.
After 16 years of school (17 if
you include kindergarten), I am
finally getting ready to enter a
world without Winter and
Spring breaks.
So before I leave my years as a
single, male college student living
on his own while still dependent
on his parents, let’s reminisce.
To begin, let me start off with
the things that I was not able to
do since coming to San Jose
State University.
For one thing, I was never able
to catch a glimpse of the allusive
bunny that lives in the Botany
Gardens outside of Duncan Hall.
Could it be possible that this is
the same rabbit that lured Alice
into Wonderland?
Oh well, if I ever want to go to
Wonderland, all I need is a few
Coronas.
I’ve always wanted to go on top
of the tallest building on campus,
which would probably be the business tower, and get a look at SJSU
in its entirety.
How unfortunate that a locked
door was all that stood in my way
of that dream.
Speaking of buildings on campus, I can’t remember the last
time I entered the Art and Engineering buildings without getting lost.
Maybe if I had gone into them
on a regular basis, I would know
my way around like I know
Dwight Bente! Hall, but who has
the time?
Hey, I couldn’t even try the taco
salad that they serve at the Student Union because I’ve always
had somewhere else to eat.
Unfortunately, the one thing I
should have done, which I never
did, was visit Spartan Stadium.
Yes people, I have never had
the opportunity to watch a single
football game.
Having to work on weekends
can do that to a guy, you know.
Now, after giving that short list
of things I failed to do, here are a
few experiences that I will forever
remember upon entering the
world that is real.
I will remember Peanuts,
because I ate there ... a lot.
It’s a lot cheaper to go there
for a great turkey club with fries
than to go to Togos or Subway for
sandwiches.
Everyone has their favorite
food establishment in college, and
I found mine.

Another memory I will keep is
what I have always referred to as
the meningitis incident.
No, I did not have meningitis,
but I did have to write an article
on the disease early in my Spartan Daily career.
I should mention that I got a lot
of the facts wrong and pissed off a
lot of people.
I could excuse myself by saying
it was only my third article and
it’s hard to write about medical
stuff, but to tell you the truth, I’m
glad it happened.
Not because I enjoy screwing
with people’s minds, but because
it was a valuable lesson.
I made several mistakes last
semester when it came to writing
articles, but they all proved
invaluable to me.
People learn from their mistakes, and I sure learned a lot.
Perhaps the memory that I
will remember the most from my
time at SJSU is the night at the
Flying Pig.
Sorry, I won’t be able to tell you
the whole story, but if you really
want to know what happened,
you’ll have to ask the guy who’s
picture is right above mine.
Just so you know, there were a
lot more incidents that took place
during the last couple of years.
I got involved with Spiderman’s girlfriend and Duff beer on
different occasions.
I got kicked out of Joe West
Hall for being there without having been invited.
I’ve seen people throw phone
books at the wall, enter
restrooms filled with odors other
than what would normally be
expected, and I took my share of
whiffs of ginko nuts.
I will hold my college years in
higher regard then my high
school years.
I thank the crew at the Spartan
Daily for being an important part
of my life.
With that, I bid SJSU, farewell.
Colin Atagi is a Spartan
Daily senior staff writer.
This is the final
"Walking In Circles."
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three molars that had fallen out.
People in the Midwest have no concern for their bodies whatsoever. They
eat beef like there’s a never-ending
supply of cows on the planet. They
invented komething called broasted
chick (it’s chicken that’s roasted and
broiled. Good God, like one or the other
wasn’t good enough), and it seems like
everyone chain smokes.
2. The Rocket Launcher. This is a
drink that they sell in the Market Cafe
on campus. It’s coffee with four shots of
espresso.
Yes. Four. I have to chase it with
milk because it tastes so bad.
I drank one of these before a
midterm this semester, and I was
shaking so much my teacher had to
come over and ask if I was OK.
1. Red Bull. Still the champion. An
8.3-ounce can of this stuff gets things
done.
Good luck on finals and see you next
semester.
And by the way, don’t have any
shame this summer.
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A PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST: AMY FORSYTH

Renaissance woman takes on music
Editor’s note: This will conclude "A Portrait of the Artist," the
series of creative arts profiles that
ran Tuesdays and Thursdays on
the Arts and Entertainment page.
BtAmber Sheldon
OMEN’ SIM.’ WRIl R

As far back as Amy Forsyth
can remember, she has fostered
a deep passion for the arts. Poetry, creative writing, pottery
PROFILE
making, painting, sculpting and
now singing in a band, Forsyth
has enveloped herself in creativity.
"I feel that art gives you an
introspective view of yourself and
makes you think about the universe, why we are here and how
we could be one with our environment," Forsyth said.
She also dabbles in 3-D art,
jewelry making and lithography,
which she said has opened a lot of
doors to new ideas.
"I don’t hold myself captive to
one thing," Forsyth said.
This is her first semester at
SIM Jose State University where
she plans on graduating with a
bachelor’s degree in art before
working toward her teaching credentials.
"Right now, I’m taking a photography class, an art philosophy
class and an art studio class
which teaches me how to teach
art to children of various ages,"

write all the lyrics for the music.
This is my first time ever being in
a band, so it’s a new experience,
but I adapted to it pretty easy,"
Forsyth said.
The band just finished their
demo CD called "Swimming
Upstream."
The lead guitarist in the group
also happens to be Forsyth’s
boyfriend, Darren Smith.
"As an artist, I like her creative abilities and the most
important thing about finding a
singer is zero to low maintenance. She does all the vocal compositions 100 percent on her
own," Smith said.
The band has been together
for three years. After readjusting
to the new line-up with Forsyth
as the new "front man", the group
has put on a few shows.
Smith said Forsyth performed
well during her first gig with the
group.
"She was making eye contact
and was right up front with the
people and that was neat," Smith
said. "Realistically, she probably
has only two octaves of pitch
range, but we’re not doing the
type of music that needs a complete song bird. She’s not classically trained, but who cares. It’s
.4ndrea Scott / Daily Staff rock and roll."
Smith said Forsyth is an evenAmy Forsyth’s passion for the arts is reflected not only in her studies of a variety of media, but tempered individual, which is the
key
to having a long lasting band
also in her career goal as an educator. Forsyth is also the lead singer for the hard rock band Buster.
line-up.
Forsyth said. "One of my main ject matter."
week in a hard rock band called
"She’s very positive and a supAside from taking classes and Buster. She joined the group nine portive type person who is cenaspirations for teaching is to do a
lot of outdoor activities and working on various art projects, months ago.
tered. Her depth of writing shows
"I l’in) the lead singer and I there’s a lot going on upstairs,"
lessons, which involve every sub- she also practices two days a

Smith said.
Forsyth said art and writing
are great mental stimulation.
"With my art I really kind of
let it move through me. When I’m
writing, I focus myself and my
ideas on certain things," Forsyth
said.
Martha Rodriguez, Forsyth’s
friend of nearly five years, said
she’s very sensitive, which
Rodriguez said comes out in her
art.
"She really picks up on the
underlying feeling of the situation or the visual she’s trying to
capture," Rodriguez said.
There are art projects Forsyth
has yet to return to, which have
been left untouched since the
beginning of the spring semester.
Once the semester is complete,
she intends on finishing them.
"I set things down and then I
come back to them because I
have so many interests I can’t
stick to one thing," Forsyth
said.
In the future, she plans on selling some of her artwork.
"I really want to pursue pottery when I get out of school as a
side thing because I want to
teach so I’ll have the summer off.
I would like to have a craft stand
to sell my pottery and jewelry,"
Forsyth said.
Rodriguez said Forsyth is
good at succeeding in her
endeavors.
"She finds enjoyment in
everything she does and that’s
why she’s my friend," Rodriguez
said.

Carey gets her Island special after months without label
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NEW YORK (AP) Mariah
Carey, who received a $28 million
buyout a’fter delivering one flop
album for Virgin Records, has
signed a new deal with
Island/Def Jam that includes her
own label, it was announced
Wednesday.
The multi-platinum star has
been without a label since Januw’heit EMI, Virgin’s parent
’"%iiiftatiy,"Mipped her contract"’
after her only disc for the label,
"Glitter," was a poor seller.

Since the split, several companies were reportedly bidding to
sign the Grammy-winning singer,
one of the most successful artists
of all time.
Carey has already begun
recording her new disc, said Jerry
Blair, a former executive at
Columbia Records who has
worked with (,arey since the
inceptiOn of tier imrcer.
Carey, :32. whs
Iinmediate
commercial success when she
made her sol I-titled debut for

Columbia Records in 1990. The
album went multi-platinum, as
did all her other albums on the
label, a division of Sony.
However, Carey became disenchanted with Sony after her
divorce from Sony Music President Tommy Mottola, who had
guided her career as president of
t."oltintina.
eizsirva
She left Columbia Tast year
siffied with Virgin in a
much -hyped multi -album deal
reported to be worth as much as

$100 million. Her first disc,
"Glitter," was to be the soundtrack of her film project of the
same name, her first starring
role.
After displaying erratic behavior in public, Carey was hospitalized for an emotional breakdown
in August. She dropped out of the
public aye, arid both her dim and

the movie were commercial failures.
In January, EMI, Virgin’s parent company, paid $28 million to
void her contract. Since she had
received $21 million when she
was signed, Carey got $49 million
for delivering one album.
He said she was not concerned
that her recent troubles would

hurt her career. She has a new
film with Oscar-winner Mira
Sorvino, titled "Wise Girls."
He said Carey’s new label, as
yet unnamed, would focus on her,
but would eventually include
other artists. Carey has also created a media company to handle
publishing, film production and
other projects.

Exclusively in IMAM Theatres
and Large Format Cinemas
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Or, just looking for some car insurance? If so, talk to
State Farm agent or go to www.statefarm.com for a free quo
and purchase your auto insurance today.
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Under 25 and a good student?
State Farm offers several discounts...
you may already qualify.
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Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there:
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company inot in NJ) Home Office. Bloomington, Illinois
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SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

Campus
on the
coast...
Above, Tonatiuh Trejo holds a Black Prickleback, collected from a tidepool at Garapata
Beach in Big Sur. The fish were anesthestized
using carbon dioxide during capture and will
be returned to the water without harm.
Right, Graduate Students Hannah
Nevins, right and her husband Josh
Adams scan for birds nesting on the rocks
at Garapata Point in Big Sur in April.

Photos by
David Royal
Right, Aaron Carlisle, an San Jose State
University Icthyology graduate student,
investigates a sharpnose sculpin gathered from
tidepools at Garapata Beach in Big Sur in April.
Below, Masters student Zoe Knesi pulls a
weed on a fire access road outside the Moss
Landing Marine Laboratories; at right is a cobweb thistle. The plant communities surrounding
the laboratories have been restored to conditions
prior to Spanish occupation, which attract nativi-2
s."" .’"

Above, Gary Greene, a marine geology professor at OSU, left,
and Lee Murae, a masters student at California State University Monterey
Bay, make a call to the National Science Foundation outside the Moss
Landing Marine Laboratories main lobby. Greene and Murae currently
study tsunamis off the coast of Santa Barbara.
Right, masters student Matt Levey
works at his desk overlooking Monterey at Moss Landing. Levey’s thesis
work is conducted in the Gulf of California where he studies the habitat relationships of reef fish.
Far Right, Brent Roman, left, of the
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research
Institute, and Stefan Vogel, a University of California Santa Cruz glaciology
graduate student listen to Jim Berry of
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute give a lecture on sea life in Monterey Canyon at the Moss Landing
Marine Lab in April. Some classes at the
laboratory are open to both California
State University and University of California students.
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Ferguson’s shutout sparks upset of No.8 Stanford
By Andrew Bollinger

Spartan softball pitcher Bri-

DAILY STAFF WRITER

anne Ferguson delivers a
pitth during her 1-0 shutout vic-

For someone who was expected
to be out of action the rest of the
season, freshman pitcher Brianne
Ferguson isn’t doing too bad.

tory over No. 8 Stanford. Ferguson, who was injured by a line
drive back to the pitcher’s circle
six weeks ago, was outfitted with
a protective face mask which
allowed her to return to the
Spartan lineup this season.

Wednesday’s score
8 Stanford Cardinal

10

Spartans

0

2

Andrea Scott / Daily Staff

Saturday - SJSLI vs. No. Fresno State

Ferguson, who broke a cheek
bone six weeks ago, threw a complete-game shutout, leading the
Spartans past No. 8 Stanford University1-0 in the second game of a
doubleheader on Wednesday at
SJSU Field.
The victory, the Spartans second *win over a ranked team this
week, helped SJSU avoid a sweep
after losing the first game, 10-2.
To boot, it was Ferguson’s (818) second straight completegame shutout.
On Sunday, the freshman shut
down No. 17 University of the

Pacific, 1-0.
The Spartans were able to
muster just two hits against Stanford starter Maureen LeCocq, but
made them count.
LeCocq (16-8), who pitched a
complete game, had a no-hitter

through the first three innings.
With one out in the fourth
inning, Ferguson beat out an
inlield single after Cardinal second baseman Kira Ching made a
diving stop on hard-hit grounder
up the middle that appeared to be

:heading into centerfield.
After right fielder Becca
Baldridge was hit by a pitch, third
baseman Veronica Ramos reached
base on an infield single to second
base to load the bases.
Ching was able to make another great diving stop on the play to
keep the ball in the infield and
prevent Ferguson from scoring,
but was unable to record an out
on the play.
SJSU’s only run came when
LeCocq threw a wild pitch to the
next batter, center fielder
Stephani McMinn, allowing Perguson to score from third base.

Spartan head coach Dee Dee
Enabenter-Omicliji said Ferguson,
who usually has a designated
player bat for her when she pitches, was in the lineup because the
team needed a change.
"She’s been feeling good about
her pitching and I thought,
’Maybe if she’s feeling this good,
spill over into her hitting,’ "
Enabenter-Omidiji said. When
you’ve got a record like this (2443) ... you’ll try anything just to
see if it works."
Ferguson said she was a little
surprised Enabenter-Omidiji let
her hit.
"I haven’t hit in a while," Ferguson said. "That’s what makes
me more nervous than pitching hitting."
Even though the Cardinal didn’t score, they gave the Spartans
quite a scare in the bottom of the
seventh inning.
After Ferguson set down the
first two batters of the inning, it
looked as if the Spartans had a
victory in hand.
Down to its last out, Stanford’s
next three batters reached base to
load the bases.

The following hitter, catcher
Jessica Allister, hit a deep fly ball
to right center that looked as if it
might land, but Baldridge was
able to run the ball down and
make a lunging catch to record
the final out of the game.
In the first game, Forbes broke
the team record of 237 1/3 innings
pitched in a single season. The
record, previously held by Gale
Dean, had stood since 1989.
Forbes has thrown 242 1/3
innings, with two more pultes left
in the 2002 campaign.
Stanford (41-17) beat the Spartans 10-2 in a Game 1.
In the opener, Stanford centerfielder Jessica Mendoza went 2for4 with six RBIs to lead the Cardinal offense, including a grand
slam in the second inning off
Forbes (15-22), who took the loss.
Ching also contributed the
Cardinal attack, hitting a threerun home run in the sixth inning
off Spartan reliever Jana Artie.
The Spartans are scheduled to
take on Western Athletic Conference leading No. 14 Fresno State
University in the season finale on
Saturday at noon at SJSU Field.

Avalanche dump Sharks 4-1 to even up series heading back to Denver
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) There were no offensive fireworks
or defensive blunders for the Colorado Avalanche - just a workmanlike victory.
Captain Joe Sakic scored two
goals, and Patrick Roy stopped 19

shots as the Avalanche beat the
San Jose Sharks 4-1 Wednesday
night, evening their Western Conference semifinal series at two
games apiece.
Rob Blake opened the scoring
with his fifth goal in three games

for the Avalanche, wilt) won with
a defensive tenacity lacking during San Jose’s two victories in the
series.
Roy was rarely tested in winning his 143rd career playoff
game.

Game 5 of the best-of-seven
series is Friday night in Denver,
with Game 6 Monday in San
Jose.
A sellout crowd at the Shark
Tank never had the opportunity
to get excited during the

Avalanche’s methodical win,
which ended with 38, scoreless
minutes before Milan Hejduk’s
empty-net goal.
The defending Stanley Cup
champions always seem to fix
their problems just n time to

rCLA S S
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
PHOTOGRAPHER
VideoHomeTours is seeking a
freelance photographer to capture
panoramic virtual tours with
provided digital equipment in
the San Jose / Saratoga area.
Professionalism,
flexible
schedule. computer and reliable
transportation a must. Please
e-mail Cover letter and resume
to videonetwork videohometours.com
ADMN ASST/SALES: Hi -tech
co. seeks hard worker for growth
oppty. Telemarketing exp a +.
Fax resume: 408-232-7701.
EARN AT LEAST $30: NASA
needs right handed males ages
18-29 for a helicopter study.
Must be US citizen or green
card holder. call 650-604-5118.
EXP TUTORS NEEDED NOW!
First grade through High School.
Strong English, Math, Spanish.
etc. Mon. thru Fri. 3pm to 8pm.
Pay $1000+. per month. Call
Ms. Scotti, 408-255-5247.
LICENSED NUTRITIONIST
Lead nutrition conditioning class
in San Jose. Per Diem. 6 hrs
per week/no benefits. Call Peter
408-295-0228. Resume: 730
Empey Way, San Jose 95128 or
fax 408-295-2957.
FRATERNMES SORORMES
CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1,000-$2.000 with the
easy CampusFundraiser three
hour fundraising event. Does not
Involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser com at
(888) 923-3238. or visit
www.campusfundraiser com.
BICYCLE MESSENGERS
Looking for your not so traditional
bike messengers You don’t
need expenence we’ll train you.
You will need a bike, lock,
helmet & common sense. All
welcome to appy for this fun,
flexible. outdoors job. Apply in
person at Inner City Express
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose
Cross street is N. First.
$35-$85/HR! Wear costume 0
events 4 luds, S Bay + SE FUN! Must
have car, be avail *finds. fik) exp
req’d. WM train Calf B31.457-8166
ACTIVITY COORDINATOR, FT
to work with children ages 13-22
w/developmental disabilities in
San Jose, Mon - Fri, $14.26/hr
Call Ron Halog 408-295-0228
Resume: Easter Seals Bay Area
730 Empey Way, San Jose
95128 or fax 408-295-2957
$250/day potential Bartending
Training provided
1-800-293-3985 ext 559

Certain advertisements In
those columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that. when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate ell firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise

PHN:
FAX:

avoid trouble, both in the regular
season and the playoffs. The
Avalanche’s defensemen, who
provided so little support for Roy
in Game 3, were rock-solid, while
their offensive stars got the big
points expect (,(I them.

408-924-327
408-924-3282

classified@jmc.sjsu.edu

offered FREE as a SERVICE to
LIFEGUARD, Instructional $1 350( mo Call 408-378-1409
the campus community
Lifeguard & Aquatic Specialist.
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks
part or full time for San Jose WORD PROCESSING
SERVICES
Mon-Fri, $8.91-$11.82. Call Peter
PROFESSIONAL
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
GREAT RECREATION JOBS or Jacob - 295-0228. Resume:
WORD PROCESSING
RELATIONSHIP SPECIAUSTI
Special Ed & Regular Class, at the LOS GATOS-SARATOGA 730 Empey Way, San Jose
Have your theses. term papers. Extremely accurate, clear
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY $10.86-$15.43/hr. Saratoga Sch. RECREATION DEPARTMENT. 95128 or fax 408-275-9858.
group projects, etc. profession- answers to all of your questions.
Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for info
SUMMER AQUATICS
Student Friendly - Will Train
ally typed. APA a specialty. Canng readers available to talk
All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus & application. Immediate Need. Water Safety Instructors (WSI),
Lifeguards. Pay: $6.92-$10.34/hr SHARED HOUSING Experienced & dependable. with you now Special Student
408-247-4827
Almaden/Branham area. Call Discounts Available. Enjoy online
CITY
OF
SAN
JOSE
Parks,
CAMP
LEADERS
DAY
SUMMER
PSYCH STUDENTS! Great PfT
job! Aftemoon/Sat. staff needed FOOD SERVICE / ESPRESSO Recreation &Community Services F/T must be avail. M -F, 8:30am- 2BR/1BA 3 blocks from SJSU Linda tor an appointment at chat & Free Numerology Report
For
female.
Friendly
LEARNS
vrvoN.lookingbeyond.com.
$300/mo.
Site
Coordinator,
Salary
(408) 264-4504.
ECE
Units
req..
Pay
5,30pm.
No
All
shifts.
avail.
BAR
/
HOST
PT
0 Foster Fam Visitation Center,
18+ For entertainment only.
4 blks from SJSU campus. busy restaurant in Sunnyvale. $16.96/hr. The LEARNS Program Range: $6.75-13.80/hour. Cali clean place. Now available until
May
Looking Beyond, Inc. Call toll
17.
school
Call
408-472-8289.
operates
weekdays
after
Laune
354-8700)(224.
Leaders
Call
$12/hr. Contact Toni 0 225-7292. $10.00 - $10.25 to start.
HEALTH
/
BEAUTY
free 1-877-955-4155
Wendy 733-9331 or 733-9446. until 6:00 p.m. and provides hired for the summer have the
age-appropriate curnculum. Site opportunity to work P/T from 2- ROOM FOR RENT in quiet nice
AQUATIC COORDINATOR FT
Coordinator is responsible for the 6prn. dunng the school year in our area. The Alameda & Hedding. PREGNANT? NEED HELP? New Smile Choice Dental Plan
For Part-Time and
for Health & Wellness Program,
or
Call Birthnght. 408-241-8444
(includes cosmetic) $69 00 per
San Jose, Mon - Fri, $15.65/hr. Full -Time Positions, call development. implementation after sthool enrichment program. 1 person. $480+ $150 dep.. For 2. 800-550-4900 Free/Confidential.
year. Save 30% - 60%. For info
$500 + $200 dep. 408-294-1176.
Call JACOB 408-295-0228. HALLMARK PERSONNEL and evaluation of the after-school
call 1-800-655-3225 or
HIRING
Proprogram
JCC
and
supervision
of
2-4
PALO
ALTO
Resume: Easter Seals Bay Area Staffing Silicon Valley since 1983
www.studentdental.com or
730 Empey Way. San Jose Office jobs in local companies staff members. Must be 18 years gram Directors. Assistant Direc- FIND ROOMS & SUBLETS!
LOST & FOUND
FREE
to
search
&
place
an
ad,
www
goldenwestdental.com.
Countor,
Unit
Heads.
Senior
or
older,
and
have
experience
in
Students/grads/career change
95128 or fax 408-295-9858.
00’s listings
LOST & FOUND ADS are
TempfTemp-to-Hire/Direct Hire supervising elementary school selors and Specialist (Science. See oetalisipics
WWW.EASYROOMMATE.COM
Pioneering
&
children in an after-school set- Art, Drama,
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
ting. For more information. Web-master) for Summer ProPart-time work available with
Phone: (650) 320-9698
contact Kendra Yam or Adriene gram. Please call Dana at 650- SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
flexible hours (5-30 hours/week)
Fax: (650) 320-9688
Fun & Friendly environment
TODAY’S
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com Braddock at (408) 979-7833. 493-0563 ext. 243.
Internships possible
5 minute walk to campus
Email kendra.yarn@cial.ca.us
All majors may apply
Well-equipped kitchen
RECREATION
LEADER.
City
of
or
adrienebraddock@usj.ca.us
ASST.
/
KENNEL
GROOMER’S
Scholarships awarded annually
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
San Jose, $12.05 hr. starting. Computer and Study rooms
help needed for small exclusive
Some conditions apply
.._
TEACHERS. SUBS
Rewarding job for someone who 2 pianos & 9ame rooms
shop and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat
Start at 17.25 BASE - appt.
and
enjoys working with youth. Here’s Laundry facilities
Must be reliable, honest, able to
Earn $85 - $500 per week
RECREATION LEADERS
your opportunity to make a differ- Parking
ACROSS
do physical work. Prefer exp
Gain valuable experience in
PREviOuS PUZZLE SOLVED
1 Musical sign
working w/ dogs, but will train. Enjoy working with kids? Join ence in a child’s life. seeking For American and International
customer service & sales
Students.
Call
924-6570
or
sky
by
organiwleadership.
World
the
team
at
Small
candidates
5 Move slightly
Great opply for dog lover. Can
No experience necessary
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or Schools. get great expenence zation & problem solving skills to for a tour or visit our website 10 Barely open
Extensive training provided
RMOOOD MOM 1511100
WORKING WITH CHILDREN Impiement exciting after school www.sjsu.edu/deptsfthouse.
14 Turkish currency
Call 371-9115.
Endorsed by National
POMO@ 100o DODO
AGES 5-12 years in our before wwrams. Hours: M-F afternoons 360 S. 1 1 th St. behveen San 15 Ordinary
Academic Advisory Board
Salvador
&
San
Carlos.
and atter school rec. programs. and Sat. mornings. Candidates
16 Contnbute
MOOliiiCILJOIDO IZIOliiiP
10am -4pm
Call 615-1500
EMPLOYMENT
diploma
SMALL
WORLD
SCHOOLS
must
have
a
high
school
17
V
victory
0011101EIODURIO1314
www.workforstudents.com/sjsu
offers competitve pay. health or equiv. & pass a background 1 BDRM WRATH. $500/mo + 18 Escargot
OMMUO MOO R00013
Childcare
benefits for 30 + hrs, excellent check before starting their work $500 dep. - 1/3 PG&E. Basic 19 Still snoozing
MANAGER NEEDED
WOOR
OOP apinowou
DOM
cable
paid.
Very
close
to
SJSU
training, and a fun work environ- assignment. For more informa20 Place to polka (2
um mg/
For Photography Operation in
on S. 1 lth. 294-8005
wds )
Local Amusement park. Contact NANNY - approx 15 hrs/wk. In ment. We can often offer flexible tion contact the Hiring Unit at
000 MOO IfilIDIEI IliOn
22 Jetties
chriscunninghamh@msn.com Los Gatos. 3 kids. Very flex with hours around your school 979-7826 or download at
HOCIIICIMO IACIPIIJOU
schedule. Seeking long term schedule. This is a great job http://obs.cityofssorg.
REIITAL HOUSING 23 Fury
24 - Jose CA
MOP OOM POOR
MANAGER for Health & Wellness (1 yr) person. Fax 358-8245 or for both men and women.
SUBSTITUTE
Call 408-283-9200, ext. 10 or
Program in San Jose. Full time. email: larooney1 attbscom.
SJSU 14 BDRM 7 BA 5500 Sq ft. 25 Knee bone
130003 ORO 000001
RECREATION LEADERS
fax resume to 408-283-9201.
29
Kind
of
flight
Call Peter Olson 408-295-0228
30 car parking 3 yr min lease
IIIIIKEIPIPOLIUOMOO
33 Come up
or mail your resume to Easter NANNY - 2 KIDS 7 & 10, Willow You will need at least 6 units in Join the SMALL WORLD Call for info 408-268-1750
CIE11510 ROO ROOPPO
34 Glass bottle
Seals Bay Area, 730 Empey Glen. 15 - 20 hours. Homework, ECE, recreation. music. dance, SCHOOLS team as a Substitute
OCIOW OOM 000000
Way, San Jose 95128 or fax activities. Education or Child art. phys ed. human services, Teacher/ Rec Leader & enjoy the 1920’S CLASSIC 1BR/1BA for 36 Wild duck
flexibility
you
need.
Small
World
GICIGIEI OPIO OLIOMOD
welfare.
nursing.
sociology,
social
acronym
Dev
major.
Barbara,
536-4633.
37
PC
275-9858.
clean. quiet. sober financially
psychology. home economics. Schools is looking for students responsible. Park, Yard. Hrdwd 38 Ointment
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children
to
work
with
wanting
PT
&
FT
CARE/NANNY
or
elementary
education.
CHILD
DELIVERY DRIVERS
firs. 551-553 So 6th. $900 & up. 39 Grade-school org
our before and after school care Peter 408-746-1900 or 292-1890 40 Discharge
Established Los Gatos agency
3 Poet’s Ireland
31 Wnter Joyce
Party rental business.
seeks warm. caring students TEACH SUMMER Science/ programs. As a substitute you
4 Imagines
Perfect for Students!
42 Be fond of
Carol
Nature camps up to 35 hrs/wk. can choose which days you’re LOCATION Location Location 43 Restful color
for part and full time
5 Orchard unit
32 Factory
Earn $250 eve weekend!
Year-round opportunities also available tor work. The only Wnchester293. walk to Valley Fair 45 Extreme
nanny positions.
Must have reliable truck or van
6 Middies’ sch
35 Kind
available. Youth Science Institute. requirement is your desire & Theatres. 1 lxfirn $895. Ouler 47 Most nimble
We list only the best jobs!
7 - citizenship
38 Smelting
Heavy lifting is required.
Hours flexible around school 408-356-4945 xia Fax: 408- to work with children ages Last month free. 408-985-8321 49 Fishing lure
8 Writer Sheehy
waste
408-292-7878
358-3683. www.ysi-ca.org.
6 through 12 years in a fun
from 15 hrs/wk to full time.
41 Border town
9 Pipe fitting
50 With-rt
recreation type atmosphere. LARGE 3 BD, 2 FULL BA, APT 51 Spoken
TELEMARKETING Hi -tech co.
$15-$18/HR
10 Opposed
43 Coarse sand
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Call 408-283-9200 today for an 2 blocks San SJSU Parking avai. 54 Make room i2
seeks hard worker tor growth STANFORD PARK NANNIES
1 I Agree
44 Scams
in the Spartan Daily Classrfieds. interview.or fax your resume washer/dryer on site water/trash
oppty Telemarketing exp a +.
408-395-3043
12 State firmly
46 El - (Heston
wds 1
Get great results at great prices! to 408-283-9201.
Fax resume 408-232-7701
paid Well managed student bldg 60 Heroic tale
www spnannies com
role)
13 Sunset colors
48 Snapshots
21 Whodunit
61 Perch
name
51 - spumaMe
62 Glamorous
22 Pie container
63 Rotate
52 Extol
24 Food fish
53 Hideous giant
64 Utah neighbor
25 Kitchen tool
54 Kind of
65 Escape
_Foa N
..ATIONAL / AGENCY RAMS (ALL 408-924-3277
66 Mental picture
26 Cafe
cracker
attraction
55 Fossil fuel
67 Lavish parties
27 Lacking in
56 Safety agcy
68 Jiffies
F3n3o5a6h3.6inilisd5a3s6calidirei nteci crlaranickati6sncie3b5t7nvEilso
confidence
57 Meadow
28 Be ot benefit
rodent
DOWN
1 Attired
29 Basilic.s areas
58 Corporate VIP
2 Hartman of ’’Knots 30 Plains
59 Deli loaves
dwelling
Landing61 Bg truck
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & eam good
money. Call 867-7275.

$12.05/HOUR. WORK WITH
CHILDREN & ADULTS WITH
DISABILITIES. R’T Flexible
schedules. Office of Therapeutic
Contact
Laurie
Services.
Yarwasky, 408-267-0200.
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Education/Schools

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Four
f ode
Three
Two
One
Days Days
Days
Day
Days
3 lines
$11
$13
$9
$5
$7
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUINCY DISCOUNTS:
20 + consecutive issues receive 10% oft
40 consecutive issues receive 20% off
50 consecutive issues receive 25. off
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students. staff & faculty
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per
ad charge of $3 per word
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Phone

/lewd

Lost and Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Health/Beauty
Sports/Tholls
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutoring
Word Processing

Send check or money order b: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209
di Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid III No refunds on canceled ads
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
OUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Hate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED

* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.
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WWIIThree students tell the stories of their ancestors

ANIMALS Orientations provide handling instructions
continued from Page I
present animals to class is a bit
more meticulous than some might
imagine.
A proposal must be sent by a
faculty member to the resource
center that describes the relevance of the use of the animal.
The federally mandated Animal Care and Use Conunittee is
made up of scientists, outsides
representatives, and a psychologist.
It provides a scientific and
moral perspective on the proposal
and then is refused or approved.
A one-hour orientation would
then provide handling, care and
maintenance instructions before

the professor would be able to take at the facility, is protected because
the animal for its educational pur- it is ttreatened by people who consider them a delicacy and fish
pose.
"The faculty affiliate needs to them out of the Sacramento Delta.
Many of the animals live in
be responsible and guarantee this
average aquarium-sized areas, but
is legitimate work," Young said.
He also said getting the ani- larger storage containers have
mals back and having them cared just been delivered to the facility
and some of the animals will be
for is another important issue.
Outside of university use, the transferred to them in the coming
resource center also provides weeks.
Jeremiah, who lives in a woodtours to grade schools for field
trips in better understanding of en storage area with a newspapercovered floor, is taken out about
animals and science.
Young said one of the popular once a week to play in the grass
animals is the ornate box turtle, outside of Duncan Hall, Young
which has a light-colored shell and said.
According to the Animal Facililooks as if it’s sniffing every time its
ties Center, Jeremiah might live to
head is lifted.
A western pond turtle, housed be 100-years-old.

INCREASE Semester tuition for a non-resident is $8,460
continued from Page 1

Immigration and Naturalization
Service for off-campus employhe could afford back home, things ment authorization for exceptionwould be even worse after the fee al economic hardship reasons.
increase
They must have spent one year in
"I don’t know. Next semester I the U.S., and must indicate what
will have to stop eating or some- in their financial picture has
thing," Reitor said.
changed since they submitted
The campus has 1,597 non-res- proof of fimding," she said.
ident students this semester,
In addition, Stevens said there
which include 1,201 international is a ’united number of scholarstudents, according to the institu- ships available that are awarded
tional planning and academic on a competitive basis with priresources and the International marily academic excellence and
Programs and Services.
need as criteria.
Non-residents are not eligible / Bradbury said it is sad that
for financial aid from the Califor- non-residents do not have anynia state funds, but non-resi- body in the California legislature
dents who are citizens of the working against this, but added
United States are eligible for fed- that as most non-residents end up
eral funds, according to Brad- being residents, they could lobby
bury.
on the basis of them possibly being
International students, howev- future residents.
for
need-based
er, are not eligible
Brugada, who has been an
financial aid, according to Interna- SJSU student for three years, said
tional Programs and Services.
his family would have a harder
Helen Stevens, director of the time supporting him after the fee
International Programs and Ser- increase.
vices, said while international stu"If they raise the fees, we will
dents are not allowed to work off- have some demonstration on camcampus, they can look for on-cam- pus," Brugada said. "We’re kind of
pus employment to try ease the discouraged too. Last time we
costs.
made all the demonstrations,
Also, curricular and optional nothing really changed.
practical training both linked to
"Last year, international stuthe student’s major field of study, dents had demonstrated on camand both requiring full-time stu- pus to protest against the non-resdent status for nine months prior ident summer fee increase."
Brugada said it might force
to application allow off-campus
woilt:acctirding to Stevens.
him to not enter graduate studies.
"Students may apply to the U.S.
Students such as Shabnam

Best

Student
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$374
$616
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Mexico
Bangkok

Molapour, a Swedish citizen but
of Persian descent, said the fee
increase is making international students consider going back
to their countries or another
state to continue their education.
Students similar to Reitor have
the support of their parents.
"I called my mom the other day
and I told her about it, and she
wasn’t happy about it," Reitor
said. "She works extra time so that
I can study here."
Average tuition for a non-resident student in the CSU system is
$8,460 per semester, West said.
Residents receive around
$7,000 subsidy in their education
while nonresident students will
receive only $300 to $400 after the
fee increase, West said.
West said the CSU system is
still the best bargain in town, and
it is still a good deal as few educational institutions offer a high
quality of education at a low
price.
Bradbury said that while the
university is not taking a stance
one way or the other about the fee
increase, it is trying to help the
students through the financial aid
and scholarship office.
For more information, visit the
financial aid and scholarship
office Web site at
http://www.Msu.edu/depts/fmai
d/ or contact the International
Programs and Services at 14081
924 5920.

Pi V

charge of the women came and
wanted to know who ruined their
uniforms.
"Nobody wanted to tell on her,"
Velyutina said.
Since nobody wanted to tell on
Velyutina’s grandmother, the Nazi
officer said he would shoot one of
them until someone confessed.
When Velyutina’s grandmother
came forth and admitted she was
the one who destroyed the uniforms, the officer ordered one of
his soldiers to take Velyutina’s
grandmother and shoot her.
Velyutina’s grandmother knew
the soldier, and as they were walking, she tried to persuade the German not to shoot her.
"No, you don’t want to shoot
me. Back in Germany, you have a
little sister like me. I’m very
young, think about your family."
grandmother’s
Velyutina’s
pleas were able to soften the German soldiers heart, and he could
not carry out his order to shoot her.
The soldier told her to run
away and t,o not allow him or his
comrades to see her, or he would
be shot for disobeying orders.
Velyutina said her grandmother went home sobbing, and her
family hid her until the Nazis left.
Hamzo Tursunov, a senior
majoring in economics, remembers his grandfather’s war experiences that he told him when he
was young.
Tursunov said his paternal
grandfather lived in the Uzbekistan when the Nazis invaded the
Soviet Union.
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SPIKE ANDANIIKE’S
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AMERICAN CHAI
MAELSTROM
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Chinese Cuisine

csoOver WOW!
I item 3 -items
for
scoupow $3.00!
coupoiy

Not to be combined with any other offers.
eoupon valid for one 3 item combo plate purchase.

CD GMAT

FOOD TO GO
!lox Lunt% to Go

Mandarin & Szerhuan Cuisine

Be an Angel...

Donate Eggs!
If you are 21-30 years old,
healthy, bright & responsible:
Call Family Fertility Center
All nationalities needed

1-800-939-6886
Generous Compensation

Chinese Fast Food
457 E. San Carlos St.
San Jose, CA 95112
(408) 298-2299
Mon -Fri. 11:00 am to 3:30 Pm

3 items for $3.95
4 items for $4.50
with free soup

New item thanges every week
Choose from over 30 rice plates.
The only place in downtown San
Jose serving Pearl Tea.
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ASTHMA?

ARE YOU USING AN INHALER FOR
ASTHMA TO HELP YOU BREATHE?

On his maternal side of the
family, Tursunov’s grandfather
had seven brothers who never
came back from the battles.
"They used to be the toughest
in wrestling in the village," Tursunov said. "They all went to war
and the never came back."
His grandmother died recently
with the hope that she would she
her brothers.
"I remember my mother’s
grandmother. She used to wait
and look at the door," Tursunov
said. "To see if her brothers would
return."
Suhros Marupov, a senior
majoring in business, said when
he lived in Uzbekistan there was
an older inan who he would call
his grandfather.
"He wasn’t my real grandfather," Marupov said.
Marupov said that as a result
of the war, his "grandfather" developed a shaking condition in his
hands.
"He could not hold a cup,"
Marupov said.
He once told me, Marupov said.
that the Soviet soldiers were short
on guns, and would share a gun
among three other soldiers.
"Once one of them was killed,
the next one would get the gun."
Marupov said although this no
longer exists, the nations of the former Soviet Union grant war veterans priority housing, free land and
priority in government lines.
Some of the veterans are mad,
Marupov said, because they
fought for the Soviet Union to
keep it together, only later to see it
fall apart.
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He fought them from the beginning, Tursunov said, until they
surrendered in Berlin.
One cold winter, Tursunov’s
grandfather told him they were
running low on supplies, food and
inadequately dressed for the cold
weather.
As his grandfather was
patrolling with his squad, Tursunov said, they found themselves
face to face with a Nazi squad.
His grandfather fired a couple
of shots of before his guns froze.
"So my grandfather and his
battlion had to fight the Germans
hand to hand," Tursunov said.
Tursunov’s grandfather soon
realized as he fought the Nazis
that they were well fed.
"They were like tough: Tursunov said as he recalled the
details of he grandfather’s story.
"At one point, the German
broke my grandfather’s thumb
and was ready to kill him," Tursunov said.
The Nazi soldier was going to
stab Tursunov’s grandfather in
the side of the neck with his bayonet, but his commanding officer
pulled out a pistol and shot the
Nazi, Tursunov said.
Tursunov said his grandfather’s had a scar from a German
bullet.
"You could see his scar. My
grandfather would tell me there
was still bullet fragments in his
back," Tursunov said, adding that
the bullet never bothered his
grandfather, who live a long life
and died in 1997 at age of 94.
Not all of Tursunov family
so fortunat,e.
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Marilyn Chow RN, DNSc, FAAN
Vice President of Patient Care ServiceS
KAISER
PERMANENTE
Vve share your excitement as you approach graduation and begin
preparing for your new career. We know that you have spent many
hours working toward the goal of having "RN" after your name. And the
day you find out that you have passed your boarde will be like no other.
We at Kaiser Permanente wish you the very best as you begin your
professional life. We would love to have you consider Kaiser
Permanente as a place for you to begin your career. You may ask,
what makes Kaiser Permanente different than the other health care
facilities in my community?
Kaiser Permanente
has six features that distinguish us:
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(408) 971-7700
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Promotion
FREE "LITE" PIZZA

OUR NEW HEALTHIER SOUTHERN ITALY PIZZA
with the order of any large pizza
Fi

10 Question
Challenge!

Wednesday, June 5
MCAT 5:00pm - 6:00pm
GRE 6:00pm - 7:00pm

NOS 5/31/02

At this free event, you’ll try 10 Tough Questions and
learn 10 Winning Strategies from a Kaplan test
expert to help you succeed on test day.
Call 1 800 KAP TEST
kaptest.com

Daily

Thursday, June 6
LSAT 6:00pm - 7:00pm
GMAT 7:00pm - 8:00pm

San Jose Kaplan Center
100 Park Center Plaza, Ste. 112

Special

F

Kaplan
Take the

Our commitment to obtain one of the best nurse to patient ratios
in California
Our training and orientation. programs are tailored to your individuai
needs, cover nearly every aspect of clinical practice and prepare You
for an exciting career
The ease in which you can move behveen facilities and clinical settings while building valuable seniority
The collegial relationship between our nurses and physicians

PTZZA TACT’ORY

Pizza, Pasta,
Salads

continued front Page I
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DOGTOWN
AND Z-BOYS
TIME OUT
MIMI MONSOON WEDDING

IA

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

ltam-lOpm
7 days a week

A slice of pizza and a beer
$250 dn. Tax>
$1.00
Beers: Glass
Free Delivery
Pitcher $3.00
(limited aria-minium order S151

or visit

to reserve your

Our long distance learning programs offer a vanety of learning
opportunities, plus special progams that promote higher nursing
degrees geared for the working indh4dual
Nursing Pathways, our organizational commitment for transforming
Kaiser Permanente into the Organization of Choice for nurses

Join Kaiser Permanente in a benefited staff position
aml earn a $3000 sign on bonus!
(Prorated tor Part Time)
Call 1-800-906-0272
or email your resume to ncaljobsokp.org

seat!
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www.nurseweek.com/kp

